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An all-new “FIFA Ball” brings FIFA to life on any surface. In FIFA 22, the ball feels more realistic when coming out of a defender’s hands, staying glued on the ground, and when being passed and receiving passes. It responds
correctly to the player’s intensity and his relationship to the ball. Players move faster on the pitch as they take possession, the ball rolls more realistically over surfaces, and players cut more sharply. The ball behaves as if it
has bones, muscles and skin, and the characteristics of the pitch are also adjusted – resulting in unpredictable ball speeds and a more dynamic match. The powerful AI systems keep the action flowing. Defenders now move
more intelligently to counter the players and opponents make smarter decisions when they are under pressure or when the ball is in the air. If the ball is passed, players move more proactively to receive the ball and the AI
opponents take an intelligent decision to move in the right direction and cut to the correct place. The digital crowd behaves like real fans, and will react to the players’ actions. The partnership between the development team
and the artificial intelligence team at EA SPORTS has resulted in a much more aggressive AI for defenders. They have grown more intelligent in the close game situations where they force opponents into awkward and
surprising decisions. Defending is a more calculated process in FIFA 22. The new “FIFA Pass” camera, which reframes the entire game experience, provides new viewing angles. In addition, corner flag and goalkeepers models
have been improved. “FIFA Pass” will be available via the FIFA Pass app for iOS and Android devices in FIFA 22. FIFA 22 introduces a new Tactical Defending AI which tries to pressure its opponents for a new and different type
of dynamic match. Using this intelligent system for defensive positioning, defenders anticipate the right moment to react to the opponent’s moves. If a defender chooses to press the ball with his feet, he will quickly become
the first player to react to the ball, and react to it in the correct direction. At the same time, teammates will immediately follow the defender’s footsteps, setting up the next attack. The new digital crowds will also react
intelligently to the matches. FIFA 22 introduces realistic player and ball physics, and the visuals have been improved. The athlete animations have been optimized, and the ball has

Fifa 22 Features Key:

Multiplayer Modes: Local multiplayer, online multiplayer and online challenges (“To Friend” or “To Opponent” features) are available in all modes, including online head-to-head online matches;
New Soccer Simulation: Feel completely immersed in every type of football action and situation with all-new game physics, contextual animations, new passing and shooting mechanics, and realistic crowds.
New Battle Royale Gameplay: You don’t simply compete with opponents. You have to blow them away. Wage a never-before-seen battle for the all-important ball as many of your players compete for space and position in the penalty area. Utilize your skills as a player and adapt to the environment on the pitch, to get your team
out of danger in situations where you actually need to score - all while wearing ridiculous costumes.
Intelligent Targeting and Post Match Analysis: Stay sharp even after matches with improved Player Performance;
Revamped TV / Commentary: Hear the game explained through both TV and Commentary;
Icons and Character Models: Improve the design of your players with hundreds of facial and hair options, for realistic reactions to player actions and the correct alignments of players in celebration modes.
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EA SPORTS FIFA™ delivers authentic gameplay and an emotionally-rich experience, the biggest and most complete soccer simulation ever made. FIFA has been the pioneer of gameplay innovations in soccer games and
remains a leader in delivering the most authentic soccer simulation experience. With a world-class editorial team and a comprehensive history of award-winning video games, EA SPORTS FIFA is the world’s top-selling football
game. Who is FIFA for? As the top-selling football game, EA SPORTS FIFA is accessible to anyone who loves to play soccer. With a variety of game modes, play styles, and the largest customization available, FIFA can fit
anyone’s personal game style. FIFA is built to be exciting, fast-paced, and fun for people who play and play and play FIFA! Whether you’re an amateur or an amateur-at-heart, FIFA comes to life on every level, from beginner
to world-class. What’s New in FIFA 22? EA SPORTS FIFA 22 delivers a new season of innovation and features, some returning, some new, designed to make FIFA closer to the real game, capturing the experience of playing and
watching soccer. New Game Engine The core engine powering FIFA 22 has been redesigned from the ground up and featured across all modes. Improved team and player behaviors, more realistic ball physics and improved
animations, on-pitch gameplay, and more control options combined with an all-new scoring system - delivering better touch and a more authentic experience. Forward-Thinking Game Modes FIFA 22 comes to life in four key
game modes: • FIFA Ultimate Team™ (FUT) - Building the dream squad is easier than ever in FIFA Ultimate Team. Make trades, draft a FUT Draft Pick™, and buy in-game items like FIFA Points™, Packs, and coins to gear up
your squad and get ready for the new season with an enhanced experience. • FIFA Pro Clubs - A completely new approach to the soccer life cycle, play, manage, and grow in Pro Clubs. New features like live pre-season and
ongoing participation in real competitions, the ability to stream matches live from home, and full transfer management. • The Journey – MyCareer – Master your game with player progression. Take your franchise all the way
from your first game of soccer to the UEFA Champions League™ with live player and club coaching, custom kits and stadium bc9d6d6daa
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All the fans’ favorite gameplay modes are built into FUT – from the exciting and free-to-play Explorers to fantasy leagues, where you can create your ultimate dream squad. Choose your tactic, set your formation and style,
draft from over 500 unique players, make trades, set-piece contributions, and take on other players in weekly FUT matches, offering even more ways to play. EXPANSION FEATURES Enhanced and updated visuals - FIFA 20
features enhanced and updated visuals including an all-new crowd engine and lighting technology, all-new player faces and player likeness, and cutting-edge animation that delivers a more detailed, more lifelike presentation
of the world’s most popular game. All this brings the game to a new level of atmosphere and drama for all types of FIFA fan. A completely re-designed soundtrack – At this year’s E3 event, EA announced the brand new
soundtrack for FIFA 20 which includes a new classical score for the first time ever, and new music from the hip hop, dance, and rock genres including a brand new soundtrack release from The Boss (name TBA). And more -
FIFA 20 will deliver even more enhancements to a variety of gameplay elements than ever before, including: • New dynamic weather system – experience additional effects to the weather including rain, snow, fog, thunder
and lightning, with a customized weather card now serving as a control for your players’ individual stamina, stamina refills, and stamina recovery time. • Revised national team kits – the national teams are revised to feature
more realistic kits while also looking more distinctive. • New engine optimization – player models are optimized to run more efficiently on your computer resulting in smoother animations and reduced load times. • New
paintjobs – each club is given a unique new look as new vibrant kits are created with EA’s FUT to ensure it captures the true spirit of each club. • All-new dribbling – dribbling is now reworked to be more realistic and give the
player the ability to drive forward using the ball. • All-new movement and tackling system – footwork, passing, and shooting are reworked to give the player more control of the ball, and more realistic movement including
improved movement physics. • All-new off-the-ball movement – players are more effective off the ball now; this dynamic improves player positioning and passing accuracy. • New innovative AI – with new tactical intelligence,
the AI will think and react

What's new in Fifa 22:

Career Mode – 30th anniversary will be just the start. Get ready for a new experience as you play a Pro or test your player skills as you take charge of your favourite club in a new top-down, fully-immersive, free-
to-play game. FIFA 22 will introduce Real Player Motion Technology, which uses motion capture data from real football matches to create a complete high-intensity football experience. Find out more in FIFA 20.

Premier League – Move to your first league, with 23 of the biggest, best teams, including real-life star players from the Barclays Premier League. Build your dream squad with a completely revitalised squad
editor, with new create-a-player, transfers and kits that complement your in-game mood. Madden Ultimate Team Content Update.

FIFA Ultimate Team – Keep an eye on your favorite EA SPORTS FIFA™ fans in the daily Create a Club and Check In game modes. We will continue to introduce new gameplay modes that can be played on iOS
devices this year in support of FIFA Ultimate Team.

Official leagues and competitions – FIFA Career Mode supported official leagues and competitions. From England, to Germany, Italy, Russia, Spain, UEFA Champions League and UEFA Europa League, there are
over 300 official competitions in-game. Fifa’s new in-game cover engine will allow you to view each competition’s product placement ID, and enables consumers to purchase official leagues, clubs and
competitions, such as the UEFA Champions League, German Bundesliga, English Premier League, and Italian Serie A, with the official ID of the competition. Official Club Kits in-game.

UEFA’s essential competitions – UEFA Champions League, UEFA Europa League, UEFA Cup, UEFA Super Cup, UEFA Women’s Champions League, and many more will be available in-game for the first time.
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EA SPORTS FIFA is the world's most popular official videogame franchise. FIFA has sold more than 350 million games and is available on multiple platforms including the Xbox One, PlayStation 4, PC
and Nintendo Switch. FIFA is one of the most authentic and enjoyable videogame sports franchises of all time. Play a variety of sports ranging from American Football to Association Football to
Rugby. It is one of the few videogame franchises where fans get to play as their favorite stars and support them in their quest to become champions on FIFA Ultimate Team. Winner of the Sports
Game of the Year at the IGN Awards. Winner of the Game of the Year and Online Game of the Year at the IGN World Game Awards. FIFA was named "All Time Greatest Sports Game" by GameInformer.
FIFA 17: The Most Instantly Beautiful Game of All Time FIFA is one of the most successful videogame franchises, with more than 350 million copies sold worldwide. Its game engine brings the action
to life with spectacular visuals, authentic gameplay and cutting-edge match play. FIFA Core Engine FIFA’s game engine allows complete freedom of creativity for match makers. Innovative technology
powers the AI. This has revolutionised how football is played in FIFA. Players now react to the ball in new and unexpected ways. Thanks to the FIFA AI engine, the ultimate goal now comes alive with
players, fans, and crowd behaviours. When you play the FIFA series you can expect a truly immersive game experience. The new FIFA engine is the benchmark for the world's most popular sports
video games. No Radical Changes to FIFA’s User Interface The new FIFA interface is familiar and easy to use. If you are used to the classic user interface, you will feel right at home and will find the
new interface very easy to use. FIFA’s brand new officiating system is faster and more responsive than ever before. And new D-Pads on the Nintendo Switch offer a refined, responsive feel. Watch
the best players in the world engage in a completely new form of play. FIFA now offers a variety of challenges. For example, that means you can create your own pitches through Change Yard, My
Career and the Simulated Training Tool, which also allows you to share your creations with the community. And, there is a unique Race Mode that helps you develop tactics and speed
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System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: Microsoft Windows 7 or newer Processor: AMD A10 or newer Memory: 2GB RAM Graphics: ATI Radeon HD4000 or newer Network: Broadband internet connection Recommended: OS:
Microsoft Windows 8 or newer Processor: AMD A8 or newer Memory: 4GB RAM Graphics: ATI Radeon HD5200 or newer Notes: Graphics card is not required Movies will stream with AMD HD media
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